Meeting Agenda

PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 11, 2021

Location
City Hall
Council Chambers
109 James Street
Geneva, IL 60134
Time
7:00 p.m.
Commissioners
Scott Stocking, Chairman
John Mead
Mim Evans
Michael Slifka
Rebecca Holoman
Adam Matyskiel
Tim Moran
Staff Liaison
Chayton True, City
Planner
P: (630) 854-9654
E: ctrue@geneva.il.us

MEETING #34
All Employees, Elected Officials, and visitors are required to wear a face
covering at all City facilities regardless of vaccination status. City of
Geneva meetings are livestreamed for the public to provide the ability to
contemporaneously hear all discussion, testimony and roll call votes of
the open meeting in real time. For more information about meeting
procedures or providing public comment, please see: “Notice Regarding
Meeting and Public Comment Rule Modification Due to COVID-19”.
In addition, individuals unable to attend in person may be recognized
during the meeting (audio only) by accessing the meeting via the link
below:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6629470593909022224
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approval of Agenda
4. Approval of Minutes: October 14, 2021
5. Public Hearings:
A. Starfish Animial Rescue – Amendment to the Geneva
Business Park Planned Unit Development (Ordinance 199359) to include “Animal Rescue, not including boarding or
kenneling” as a permitted use.
Location: 204 Dearborn Court, #101-102 (P.I.N. 12-01-455-005
& 12-01-455-006)
Applicant: Lora Lechelt on behalf of Starfish Animal Rescue
6. Public Comment
7. Other Business
8. Adjournment

This Planning & Zoning Commission meeting is being audio and video tape-recorded, transcribed by a court reporter and/or summary minutes are
being taken by a recording secretary. The City of Geneva complies with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals
with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting who require accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting
are requested to contact the Community Development Department at 630-232-0818 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to allow the City of
Geneva to make reasonable accommodations for those persons.
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PROCEDURES FOR VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARINGS
It is the Planning and Zoning Commission’s job to conduct public hearings, either in person or virtually, in order to
receive testimony for and against petitions for general amendments to the zoning ordinance, zoning map
amendments, zoning text amendments, special use permits and variations. Individuals participating within the
public hearing will need to register for and access the meeting via the links provided in previously distributed
public hearing and meeting notices.
The procedure followed for virtual public hearings is as follows:

First, the Planning and Zoning Commission secretary or the designated representative will read
or describe written items, reports, and plans into the record.

Second, the petitioner will present testimony in favor of the petition and will present any
supporting plans or exhibits.

Third, the Commission members will have an opportunity to question the petitioner.

Fourth, the Commission will then receive citizen testimony both for and against the petition.
Questions about the proposal may be directed to the petitioner or petitioner’s witnesses and
questions about the Planning and Zoning Commission process itself may be directed to the
Chairman. Following such testimony, the petitioner and the Planning and Zoning Commission
may ask questions of those who testified.

Finally, the petitioner may provide a rebuttal to any testimony in opposition.
When all the testimony is brought into the record the hearing will be closed and the Planning and Zoning
Commission will make a recommendation to the City Council in the form of a motion or motions.










In order to give virtual testimony, participants will be asked to utilize the meeting platform’s “hand
raising” feature to speak. When a hand is “raised” by a participant, City Staff will unmute the
participant allowing them to speak. It is also important for participants to remember to unmute
themselves. Video sharing abilities will not be provided to participants, unless requested.
Participants speaking during the public hearing agree and understand that anything they say will be
considered sworn testimony and affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
Participants giving testimony will need to remember to speak directly into the microphone to be
heard. Participants must first begin their testimony by stating their name and address. If
participants speak additional times, they will need to state their name each time for the record.
It is asked that presented testimony remain concise. If a point has already been made, it will not
be necessary to repeat it. Each of these points is recorded and will be considered as the
Commission develops findings of fact and a recommendation or recommendations.
Participants may provide testimony in written form, but such written testimony must be presented
to the Planning and Zoning Commission secretary or the designated representative prior to the
closing of the hearing.
After the process is completed and everyone wishing to present testimony has spoken, the
Commission will then decide whether it has heard adequate testimony in order to make a
decision. If it has, the public hearing will be closed.

After a public hearing is closed the Planning and Zoning Commission will refrain from receiving any additional
testimony either for or against the petition. There is one exception to this rule.


City staff will submit a report based on the testimony presented at the hearing. This report will
consider comments or concerns from all City Departments such as the Fire Department, Public Works
Department or the Engineering Department.

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MINUTES
City of Geneva
109 James Street - City Council Chambers
October 14, 2021 – Meeting #33
Chairman Stocking called the meeting of the Geneva Planning and Zoning Commission to order at
7:00 p.m. and read a statement explaining the proceedings for the remote and in-person meeting.
Roll Call:
Present:

Chairman Stocking, Commissioners Evans*, Holoman, Matyskiel, Mead, Moran,
Slifka

Staff Present

Community Development Director David DeGroot and City Planner Chayton True

Also Present:

Mr. Ryan Quinn, with Schramm Construction; Mr. Albert Tejada, director of
engineering for FONA, International; Recording Secretary Celeste Weilandt

(*Remote)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Approval of the Agenda
Motion by Commissioner Slifka, second by Commissioner Moran to approve the Agenda.
Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 7-0.
Approval of September 23, 2021 Minutes
Commissioner Mead voiced the following changes: Page 2, fourth paragraph, “will now include… wall
of evergreens”; Page 7, bottom of page, Mead clarified that he voiced the major concerns (delete “his”)
of the public and fellow commissioners; the noise issue mentioned throughout the document should
reflect the issue as “overnight” noise. On Page 8, first paragraph, sixth line, revise “noise” to reflect
“overnight” noise. Under Standard No. 3, near bottom of page, last sentence, where commissioners
discussed increased noise from increased traffic, “commissioners agreed to add this to Standard
No. 5.” Commissioner Mead clarified it should state that the “commissioners agreed to address this in
Standard No. 5.” Moving to Standard No. 5 further down the page, next to the last line, Mead stated it
should read, “Commissioners pointed out the overnight noise...” Motion by Commissioner Mead,
second by Commissioner Slifka, to approve the September 23, 2021 minutes, as amended.
Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 7-0.
Site Plan Review
A. FONA International, Inc. Expansion – An expansion to the FONA International, Inc. facility
including a 15,620 sq. ft. building addition and off-street parking. Location: 1900 Averill Road.
Applicant: Schramm Construction on behalf of FONA International, Inc.
Representing the applicant, Mr. Ryan Quinn with Schramm Construction, explained the addition
will be a single structure food processing facility 48 feet tall with steel on the interior and insulated metal
panels on the exterior matching the existing building. A standard fire protection system will be installed.
Approximately 41 employees will be working and preparing food in the addition.
Mr. Albert Tejada, director of engineering for FONA, International, explained the company
produces flavors for the food industry. The new addition will house three additional spray dryers and
the expansion will enable the spraying of dry flavors. The expansion will have an additional footprint for
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another expansion in the future. The company intends to start construction soon, especially before the
cold weather arrives. Three shifts will work in the addition. It is one of the first phases for future
additions.
Per Commissioner Slifka’s question, staff confirmed the new landscape plan does meet the
City’s code. Regarding a letter from the public, Commissioner Holoman asked if staff or the applicant
had considered the (environmental) suggestions in that letter, wherein Mr. Quinn explained that there
will be a LEED environmental consultant on board to help the company become more environmental
friendly throughout construction. Engineer Mr. Tejada added that the new dryers will use less water
and the new cleaning systems will reduce the amount of water used during routines.
Motion by Commissioner Mead, second by Commissioner Slifka to approve the
applicant’s request for Site Plan and Final PUD approval related to a 15,620 square foot building
addition, subject to final engineering approval prior to building permit issuance and subject to
staff’s findings of fact. Roll call:
Aye: Evans, Holomon, Matyskiel, Mead, Moran, Slifka, Stocking
Nay: None
MOTION PASSED. VOTE: 7-0
Per staff, the above recommendations will be sent to the City Council meeting on October 25,
2021 at 7:00 p.m.
Public Comment – Mr. Patrick Greenberg inquired how the greenhouses gases would be reduced for
this project while under construction, wherein Mr. Quinn said it would be looked at by the environmental
consultant. Mr. Greenberg asked if there were any incentives to install solar panels or save rain water,
wherein Mr. Greenberg said none were scheduled for the project. Asked if there could be a parking
deck constructed versus adding more pavement, Mr. Quinn said there were only 7 additional parking
spaces being added. Commissioner Holomon inquired what the Climate Action Plan was. DeGroot
provided an explanation.
Other Business
Planner True recapped that the applicant for the Geneva Farms North application has requested to
move its meeting later in the month in order to come up with some compromises. The case will be
before the 10/18/2021 City Council meeting. Two changes for that application include a tree fund and
limiting trucks to travel east to Kautz Road during the evening hours. A public hearing is scheduled for
10/28/2021 for Geneva Farms South NE of Kirk Road and Fabyan Parkway (east of ice rink). Details
followed. New applicant, Starfish Animal Rescue, is seeking to amend the Geneva Business Park
Planned Unit Development to allow animal rescues. However, there will be no boarding of animals.
The status of other projects followed.
Per Commissioner Moran’s question, staff explained the cyclical process for developments it sees
during the year. A status of the east side Dunkin Donuts followed. Staff inquired whether
commissioner packets were still necessary to be placed at the police department.
A few
commissioners appreciated having them there.
Adjournment
Motion by Commissioner Evans, second by Commissioner Mead to adjourn the meeting at
7:35 p.m. Motion carried unanimously by voice vote of 7-0.

Community Development Department Report

PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 11, 2019
Applicant
Lora Lechelt on behalf of
Starfish Animal Rescue

AGENDA ITEM 5A

STARFISH ANIMAL RESCUE
GENEVA BUSINESS PARK PLANNED
UNIT DEVELOPMENT AMENDMENT

Location
204 Dearborn Court, #101-102
Request
To amend the Geneva
Business Park Planned Unit
Development (Ordinance
1993-59) to include “Animal
Rescue, not including
boarding or kenneling” as a
permitted use.
Recommendation

Units 101 & 102

Staff will provide a
recommendation at the
conclusion of the public
hearing.

Figure 1. Location Map. Prepared by Geneva Planning Division, November 2021.

BACKGROUND/PROPOSAL
Staff Liaison
Chayton True
City Planner
Phone: (630) 845-9654
Email: ctrue@geneva.il.us

The Starfish Animal Rescue is a non-profit 501(C)(3) rescue for cats
and dogs that is currently located in Batavia. The animal rescue has
operated within Geneva and Batavia over the past 10 years and is
now seeking to move into a more permanent location. Currently,
Starfish is under contract to purchase units 101 and 102 within Averill
Road Commons at 204 Dearborn Court, as shown in Figure 1 above.
The animal rescue would not be used as a shelter and would not
house animals overnight at the proposed location. The rescue utilizes
caretakers to temporarily house animals until more permanent living
situations are available. The proposed rescue would be used to
facilitate the transfer of animals from shelters to other shelters or
care takers. Transfers are planned to take place at the facility every
other Saturday between the hours of 7:00 am to 12:00 pm. During
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these transfer times, volunteers of the rescue would accept an estimated 30 animals to clean and prepare
for their next destination – another shelter or a foster home. This proposed location would also be used
to store items needed to maintain the rescue such as food, crates, toys blankets, cleaning and medical
supplies.

REQUEST
The applicant is seeking to locate the Starfish Animal Rescue within Suite 101 & 102 of Averill Road
Commons at 204 Dearborn Court, which is located within the Geneva Business Park Planned Unit
Development (PUD). To allow this use, the applicant is seeking an amendment to the permitted use
section of the PUD (Ordinance 1993-59) to allow “Animal rescue, not including boarding or kenneling”.
No animal service businesses are listed as permitted uses within the PUD. However, some light
commercial and retail business are permitted within the PUD, in addition to office research and light
industrial uses.

PROPERTY INFORMATION
As mentioned, Averill Road Commons is located at the end of Dearborn Court, a cul-de-sac extending
south from Averill Road in the Geneva Business Park PUD. Zoning standards for the property are governed
by the underlying I1 Light Industrial District and the overlying Geneva Business Park PUD. The PUD was
originally established in 1993 and since then has been granted two amendments adding permitted used
to the PUD. These uses included food processing and distilleries. The subject property is located in the
southwest corner of the Geneva Business Park and is surrounded by existing industrial uses to the north
and east. Undeveloped farm land is located to the south. These surrounding properties are located within
the City Limits of Geneva. Single-family residential dwellings are located to the west of the subject
property along Elm Road and are located in unincorporated Kane County. The Averill Road Commons
located at 204 Dearborn is a 34,540 sq. ft. multi-tenant office and light industrial condominium building,
which began construction in 2006. In total, the building is divided into 24 condominium units. Per City
data from 2020, Averill Road Commons houses six non-retail businesses, although the Geneva Business
Park PUD does allow for some retail uses. Please see Table 1 below and Figures 2 and 3 on the following
pages for surrounding property information including existing zoning, existing land uses, and future land
use designations.
Table 1. Surrounding Property Information. Prepared by Geneva Planning Division, November 2021.

LOCATION

ZONING DISTRICT

LAND USE

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Subject
Property

I1 Light Industrial Planned
Unit Development

Office and Light Industrial

Light Industrial/Office
Research

North

I1 Light Industrial Planned
Unit Development
B4 Business District

Harthside Food Solutions

I1 Light Industrial Planned
Unit Development
F Farming District (Kane
County)

Northern Illinois Food Bank

Light Industrial/Office
Research
Light Industrial/Office
Research
Light Industrial/Office
Research
Single-Family Residential

South
East
West

Undeveloped Farm Land

Single-Family Residential
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Units 101 & 102

Figure 2. Zoning Map of the Subject Property and Surrounding Area. Prepared by Geneva Planning Division, November 2021.

Units 101 & 102

Figure 3. Future Land Use Designation of the Subject Property and Surrounding Area, based on the 2013 Downtown Station
Area Master Plan. Prepared by Geneva Planning Division, November 2021.
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REVIEW COMMENTS/STAFF ANALYSIS
The subject property within Averill Road Commons is located within the southwest portion or the Geneva
Business Park Planned Unit Development (PUD). The PUD was established in 1993 through approval of
Ordinance 1993-59. Although the land is currently zoned as I1, Light Industrial District, Ordinance 199359, and the zoning regulations within it, still govern the development and usage of the land today.
Permitted uses within the Geneva Business Park PUD can be found in Table 2 of the PUD ordinance, which
has been attached as Exhibit 1 in this report. No animal service uses, such as shelters, kennels, small
animal grooming, or veterinarian offices are included in the permitted uses of the PUD. However, these
uses, and variations thereof, are allowed as permitted or special uses in business and industrial zones in
Geneva. For comparison purposes, staff has provided Table 4 below to indicate the types of animal
services allowed by zoning district in Geneva.
Table 4. Animal Service Uses by Zoning District. Prepared by Geneva Planning Division, November 2021

Animal Service Uses by Zoning District

Uses
(P=Permitted / S=Special Use)

Kennels
Kennels, Wholly
Enclosed
Pet Store
Small Animal
Grooming
Establishment
Small Animal
Grooming
Establishment, not
including Boarding
and Kenneling
Veterinarian Hospitals
and Clinics

B1
Business
District

B(3)E
Business
District

B4
Business
District

B5
Business
District

S
P

P

I1 Light
Industrial
District

I2 General
Industrial
District
P

P
P
P

P

P

P

S

P

P

P

Starfish Animal Rescue would not necessarily fit within any of the existing uses allowed in Geneva and
listed above. Therefore “Animal Rescue” with the exclusion of boarding or kenneling was justified for
consideration and inclusion to the list of permitted uses in the PUD. The definition of “Kennels” in the
Geneva Zoning Ordinance is, “Any premises or portion thereof on which four (4) or more dogs, cats or
other household domestic animals over four (4) months of age are kept, or on which more than two (2)
such animals are maintained, boarded, bred or cared for, in return for remuneration, or are kept for the
purpose of sale…” The definition of Kennel would not apply to the proposed use of the Starfish Animal
Rescue because there will be no keeping or boarding of these animals at the identified location for
financial compensation or for the purpose of eventual sale. The facility would be used to care for and
maintain the animals, but within a short-term, transitory manner and would not cross into the definition
of a Kennel per the Geneva Zoning Ordinance.
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The proposed animal rescue would be required to adhere to other regulations within the City of Geneva
regarding animal control and nuisance mitigation. This includes excessive barking and the removal of
excreta. Both regulations can be found in Sections 6-1-5 and 6-1-6 of Chapter 1 (Animal Control), Title 6
(Police Regulations). Violations of these sections would result in violations or penalties and would be
subject to adjudication if not resolved. The applicant intents to operate the proposed animal rescue within
these regulations.
As a Planned Unit Development is a Special Use within the Geneva Zoning Ordinance, staff has evaluated
the proposed revision to Planned Unit Development in relation to the nine (9) special use standards the
Planning & Zoning Commission uses in formulating it findings of fact, as set forth in Section 11-14-4(F) of
the Zoning Ordinance. Based on evidence and testimony provided at the public hearing, the Planning &
Zoning Commission may choose to use this analysis as the basis for its findings of fact, or formulate its
own findings.
1. The proposed use at the specified location is consistent with the comprehensive plan.
The requested PUD amendment would allow “animal rescues, not including boarding and kenneling”,
as a permitted use within the Geneva Business Park PUD. The future land use plan within the City of
Geneva’s 2003 Comprehensive Plan identifies the area included in the Geneva Business Park PUD and
Averill Road Commons as Light Industrial/Office Research. The plan emphasizes the industrial
opportunities in this area, but also acknowledges and encourages office research in a “business park
nature”. The use proposed by the non-profit Starfish Animal Rescue could be suitable in a business
park setting as envisioned for this area in the Comprehensive Plan. Therefore, the requested PUD
amendment is consistent with the comprehensive plan.
2. The proposed building or use will not diminish the value of adjacent and nearby properties.
As stated in the project narrative provided by the applicant, the proposed animal rescue will be
occupied by cats and dogs on a very short term basis as they are being brought to the facility in
preparation of transfers to other shelters or foster homes. The proposed language to include in the
list of permitted uses is “animal rescue, not including boarding or kenneling”, meaning animals would
not be allowed to live at the facility. The definition of the proposed use is indented to minimize
persistent adverse affects commonly generated by an animal service business, such as barking or
waste generation. There are single-family dwellings adjacent to Averill Road Commons to the west
along Elm Road. The rescue is planning to locate within Units 101 & 102 of the Averill Road Commons,
which is located on the east side of Averill Road Commons. The closest residential dwelling to the
proposed facility is roughly 815 ft., which, for comparison purposes, is roughly a straight-shot distance
from the James Street entrance of Geneva City Hall to the front steps of the Kane County Courthouse.
Based on the restrictions for boarding/kenneling dogs and part time occupancy of dogs at the facility,
in combination with complying with the Animal Control chapter of the Geneva City Code, the
proposed use would not diminish the value of adjacent and nearby properties.
3. The proposed use at the specified location will not substantially or unduly increase traffic, traffic
congestion and on-street parking demand in the immediate vicinity of the proposed use and in the
area affected by traffic generated by the proposed use.
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The proposed use would not unduly increase traffic, traffic congestion and/or on-street parking
demand in the immediate vicinity. There are currently 137 on-site, shared parking spaces associated
with Averill Road Commons. This supply is expected to adequately serve any additional demand
generated by the proposed use. Additionally, the most traffic and/or parking generating activity at
the proposed site would take place on Saturdays between the hours of 7:00 am and 12:00 pm, which
is outside of standard operating hours for other businesses within Averill Road Commons. The use is
expected not to unduly increase traffic, traffic congestion and/or on-street parking demand in the
event transfers become more frequent.
4. The proposed use has been designed to provide for adequate ingress and egress to minimize
potential vehicle conflicts and congestion in public streets.
The proposed use would not have any impact on the existing ingress and egress in the area, or cause
any undue impact on potential vehicle conflicts and congestion in public streets. The proposed use
would be contained within the Averill Road Commons development that met the standards of the
Geneva Business Park PUD and the Geneva City Code at the time of development. Adequate ingress
and egress to minimize potential vehicle conflict and congestion on public streets is provided.
5. The proposed building or use will not adversely affect or change the character of the area in which it
is located.
The current composition of uses within Averill Road Commons trends to office and light industrial.
However, Averill Roads Commons is currently used as multi-unit business park that has the ability to
accommodate a variety of uses beyond what exists today. The Geneva Business Park PUD permits
some light commercial and retail uses that would ultimately be allowed in Averill Road Commons, but
are not present today. Therefore, the character of the uses in the area may change over time. The
proposed animal rescue would add to the diversity of uses permitted in the PUD and Averill Road
Commons. With the proposed animal rescue being used to transport and clean animals an estimated
two to three times a month, in combination with complying with the Animal Control chapter of the
Geneva City Code, the proposed use not adversely affect or change the character of the area.
6. The proposed use at the specified location will not adversely affect the use and development of
adjacent and nearby properties in accordance with the regulations of the district in which they are
located. The location, size and height of proposed buildings and other structures, and the operation of
the use will not adversely affect the use and development or hinder the appropriate development of
adjacent and nearby properties.
Aside from possible signage, no exterior building changes are being proposed. Starfish Animal Rescue
intends to use the proposed space without exterior modifications and would maintain existing
conditions. Therefore, the proposed use is not expected to adversely affect the use and development
of adjacent and nearby properties.
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7. Adequate utility, drainage, parking and other necessary facilities to service the proposed use will be
provided and that such utility, drainage, parking and other necessary facilities will not adversely affect
the use, development and value of adjacent and nearby properties.
Adequate utility, drainage, parking and other necessary facilities to service the proposed use are all
available. The proposed use would be contained within the Averill Road Commons development that
met the standards of the Geneva Business Park PUD and the Geneva City Code at the time of
development. The proposed use would not affect the existing infrastructure, development and value
of adjacent and nearby properties.
8. The proposed building, other structures and use comply with any and all regulations, conditions or
requirements of the city applicable to such building, structure or use.
The applicant is not requesting additional deviations from the Geneva Business Park PUD or Geneva
Zoning Ordinance as part of this application. The applicant shall comply with the Animal Control
chapter of the Geneva City Code regarding excessive barking or disposal of excreta. The proposed use
will comply with the applicable regulations, conditions, and requirements of the City.
9. That the exterior architectural appeal and function of any proposed structure will not be so at variance
with either the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of the structures already constructed
or in the course of construction in the immediate neighborhood or the character of the applicable
district to cause a substantial depreciation in property values in the neighborhood.
Aside from possible signage, no exterior building changes are being proposed. Starfish Animal Rescue
intends to use the proposed space without exterior modifications and would maintain existing
conditions. The exterior appeal and function of the subject property would not be at variance with
the exterior architectural appeal and functional plan of the structures in the immediate neighborhood
as to cause a substantial depreciation in property values in the neighborhood.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff will provide a recommendation at the conclusion of the public hearing.

REVIEW/APPROVAL PROCESS: NEXT STEPS*
1. December 6, 2021 - City Council consideration of request
*This timeline is provided for informational purposes only, exact dates are subject to change.

ATTACHMENTS
Project Narrative
Exhibit 1 – Geneva Business Park PUD Permitted Uses (Table 1 & 2)
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EXHIBIT 1
GENEVA BUSINESS PARK
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
PERMITTED USES
(TABLE 1 & 2)

